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Abstract: Vladimir Putin\'s March 2020 amendments to the Russian Federation constitution address some of the risks posed by the lack of a formal mechanism for presidential succession by fostering the creation of a smaller ruling coalition with a commensurately keener interest in preserving the current power structure in the country. They also signal to the Russian public and elite that the essential regime, regardless of who is president, will not change when Putin\'s current term expires in 2024. At the same time, new constitutional immunities for former presidents will make it safer for a sitting president to retire. The result is greater freedom of maneuver for Putin, who could now more easily step down from the presidency before 2024, remain president beyond 2024, or retire in 2024, either to his dacha or to some position within the political structure where he could continue to exercise power.

The most dangerous time for a bad government is usually

when it begins to transform itself.

\- Alexis de Tocqueville

Like Dmitri Kissov, the Soviet premier in Stanley Kubrick\'s 1964 movie *Dr. Strangelove*, Vladimir Putin apparently loves surprises. In a televised press conference on December 19, 2019, and again in his state of the union address on January 15, 2020, Putin implied he would not run again for president by vaguely endorsing the idea that the president should be limited to two terms of office in total instead of two consecutive terms as provided under Russian Federation\'s 1993 constitution.[1](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} Just three hours after his address, and without warning, the government announced its resignation. Two days later, Putin fired his political stage-manager, Vladislav Surkov. And then, on January 20, he proposed a 21-page package of constitutional amendments that would, among other things, impose the absolute two-term limit he had endorsed, shift some power to the lower house of parliament, the State Duma, and give an advisory body called the *State Council* a constitutional mandate to recommend the main lines of domestic and foreign policy.[2](#fn2){ref-type="fn"}

At this point, it seemed as if Putin\'s current term as president might be his last. What would he do after 2024? Who would be president? Some speculated that Putin would use the United Russia Party to dominate the Duma after he left office.[3](#fn3){ref-type="fn"} Others thought he would take charge of the State Council to run the country from there, as Nursultan Nazarbayev did in Kazakhstan after stepping down as president in 2019 to run the country as head of the Security Council..[4](#fn4){ref-type="fn"} The power-shifting provisions of Putin\'s January amendments supported various interpretations, including the possibility that they were merely cosmetic. Sergei Guriev, former chief economist at the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, concluded then that Putin\'s "overhaul of political institutions implie\[d\] no change in Russia\'s political regime."[5](#fn5){ref-type="fn"}

Two months later, Putin handed the commentariat more tea leaves to read. On March 10, he announced that he was not opposed to Duma deputy Valentina Tereshkova\'s proposal that the lifetime two-term limit in his January amendments should apply only to those assuming the office of president *after* the amendments have gone into effect.[6](#fn6){ref-type="fn"} This change would allow Putin to run for president in 2024, and, in principle, to celebrate his 83^rd^ birthday in the Kremlin before (presumably) retiring in 2036. Tereshkova\'s proposal unsurprisingly found its way into a revised, now 68-page package of constitutional amendments[7](#fn7){ref-type="fn"} that both houses of parliament rubber-stamped on March 11,[8](#fn8){ref-type="fn"} Putin signed on March 14, and the Constitutional Court upheld on March 16.[9](#fn9){ref-type="fn"}

Russia now has a president who suggested in January that he would not run again for president, but then paved the way in March for doing just that. Why the equivocation? It is possible, perhaps likely, that "the man himself. .. doesn't know" what he'll do in 2024.[10](#fn10){ref-type="fn"} But it is also fully in character for Putin to keep his intentions vague, his options open, and his powder dry. There are good reasons for doing so. If he were to announce his intention to run again now, the discontented segment of the public and *nomenklatura* would have a fixed target---him---and a fixed goal: his removal.[11](#fn11){ref-type="fn"} It is one thing to cope with Putin for another few years, and quite another to watch him age in a dreary rerun of the "sclerotic and impotent leadership of the Soviet Union in its waning years."[12](#fn12){ref-type="fn"} Conversely, if he announced he was not going to run, he would ipso facto convert himself into a lame duck, albeit a formidable one, which could provoke jockeying for power or even an outright succession battle. Uncertainty about the future would also make those who depend on the regime nervous, and nervous people sometimes do rash things. The prudent course of action for Putin was to keep his own counsel, for "Cautious silence is the holy of holies of worldly wisdom. A resolution declared is never highly thought of; it only leaves rooms for criticism."[13](#fn13){ref-type="fn"} Since no one knows what Putin plans to do in 2024, no one can be sure about how to react, and this leaves him all the initiative. In such a way, equivocation fosters longevity, however paradoxically: by suggesting he may leave, Putin enhances his ability to stay; and by suggesting he may stay, he enhances his ability to leave. Putin has therefore left everyone guessing about his post-2024 plans: will he remain president, retire to his dacha, or continue to pull strings as a Nazarbayev-like *éminence grise*? The March amendments respond to the risks created by this uncertainty.
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It\'s Good to be King

What the future president surrenders under the March amendments pales in comparison to what he gains. Though he loses the right to serve for more than two terms in total (Art. 81.3), and will apparently have to accept the candidates for some minister-level positions that the Duma proposes (Art. 83(e)), he wins, *inter alia*, the power to "run" (руководить) the government (instead of merely presiding over its sessions) (Art. 83(b)), and, should the Duma reject three of the president\'s nominees for prime minister, deputies of the prime minister, or federal ministers, he can make the relevant appointments himself and dissolve the Duma (Arts. 111.4, 112.4, & 5). He now has the power to appoint, after consulting the upper chamber of parliament (the Federation Council), the directors of all the "power ministries" responsible for "defense, state security, domestic affairs, justice, foreign affairs, emergencies and natural disasters, and public safety" (Art. 83(e^1^)), i.e., the Ministry of Defense, Federal Security Service (FSB), Ministry of Justice, the Investigatory Committee, Ministry of Emergency Situations, Ministry of the Interior (responsible for law enforcement), and, of course, the president\'s personal 400,000-strong National Guard. He also will appoint the prosecutor general of Russia, his deputies, prosecutors of the Russian Federation subjects, and other prosecutors, and have the right to propose to the Federation Counsel that they and lower-court judges be dismissed for cause (Art. 83(f^1^) & (f^3^)).[14](#fn14){ref-type="fn"} Moreover, he will form and lead both the Security Council (Art. 83(g)), whose mandate was recently revised by presidential edict of March 7, 2020,[15](#fn15){ref-type="fn"} and the State Council, whose task is "to ensure the harmonious functioning and cooperation of the agencies of state power and to set the main lines of domestic and foreign policy. .. and priorities for the socio-economic development of the state." (Art. 83(f^5^)).

A sitting president can now be impeached, and a former president stripped of the immunity he enjoys under a new Article 92^1^.1, only if (1) the Duma launches a charge of impeachment or seeks to revoke an ex-president\'s immunity and the Federation Council decides to impeach or revoke immunity, in both cases by a two-thirds majority; (2) the Supreme Court confirms the charge as to the substance and the Constitutional Court as to the procedure; and (3) a special commission set up by the Duma so approves (Art. 93.1-3). In addition, a former president can now obtain immunity also by becoming senator-for-life, either by accepting that post automatically by action of law after serving as president (Art. 95.2(b)), or by getting himself appointed to that post for having "rendered outstanding state or civic service to the country" (Art. 95.5). The net result is an office of the president that will be safer for any occupant as well as more appealing for would-be presidents, at least in part because it now has three clearly marked safety exits that lead to lifetime immunity. By making it easier for Putin to stay on as president in 2024 or to leave office at any time, the amendments hardwire Putin\'s equivocations about his future plans into the very text of the constitution.

Passports, Please!

It is a wise move for Putin to keep his intentions secret, though reticence necessarily creates uncertainty by opening the door, if only ajar, to contenders for power, some of whom Putin and his dependents may find unacceptable. To address this uncertainty, the March amendments send an unequivocal signal that, regardless of who is president in 2024, the system will remain in the hands of the existing, insular, xenophobic elite. This outcome is accomplished by an array of amendments that determine who will not occupy positions of power in 2024, namely: anyone with a foreign passport, residence permit, long-term visa, or foreign bank account. Though seemingly innocuous and even commonsensical, these no-foreign-connection ("noforn") restrictions will eliminate a swath of would-be contenders for power in a bloodless, preemptive purge whose survivors will form a smaller, more coherent special interest group or distributional coalition with a commensurately keener interest in defending its exclusive franchise.

Although the noforn restrictions have not provoked as much commentary as the power-shifting amendments did, Putin emphasized the passport restrictions in his January 15 state of the union address. The March amendments then augmented them with a ban on holding foreign bank accounts. And the Explanatory Note accompanying the January amendments gave them pride of place in its first substantive paragraph:

The bill. .. envisages making changes aimed at constitutionally stiffening the mandatory requirements for office-holders whose powers are directly related to the preservation of the security and sovereignty of the state, including restrictions regarding the possession of foreign citizenship, residence permit, or other document granting a Russian citizen the right to long-term residence in a foreign state.[16](#fn16){ref-type="fn"}

This front-loading of the noforn restrictions in the Explanatory Note suggests that they may not be the least significant of Putin\'s reforms and are therefore worthy of analysis in their own right.

The heaviest noforn restrictions are imposed on the office of president. A new Article 81(2) of constitution reads, in relevant part, as follows:

Only a citizen of the Russian Federation who has reached the age of thirty-five, has continuously resided in the Russian Federation for at least twenty-five years, is not and has never been a citizen of a foreign state or has ever possessed a residence permit or other document granting a Russian Federation citizen the right to long-term residence in the territory of a foreign state may be elected President of the Russian Federation.. .. The President. .. pursuant to federal law shall be forbidden to open or hold accounts (deposits) or to keep personal monetary funds or valuables at foreign banks located beyond the borders of the territory of the Russian Federation.[17](#fn17){ref-type="fn"}

Less stringent restrictions apply to lower offices. The heads of Russia\'s 85 political subdivisions, directors of federal agencies, senators, the prime minister, his/her deputies, federal ministers, and other heads of federal executive-branch agencies need only be Russian citizens who are at least 30-years old, who currently reside in Russia, and who do not currently possess a foreign residence permit, similar document, or any accounts abroad in foreign banks.[18](#fn18){ref-type="fn"} Precisely the same requirements apply to Duma deputies, judges, and Russia\'s human rights ombudsman, except that deputies and judges must be at least 21- and 25-years-old, respectively; judges must also have a certain minimum legal training; and there is no constitutional age restriction on the ombudsman.[19](#fn19){ref-type="fn"}

That less stringent restrictions should apply to lower offices than to the presidency seems perfectly natural, but it does raise a question: why would the restrictions be relaxed for these lower offices if they could be filled with people who meet the more stringent restrictions on the presidency? Perhaps they had to be relaxed to ensure that those lower offices could be filled by minimally qualified people? Corroborating this suspicion is the apparently widespread practice among the upper reaches of Russian society---a presumptively rich pool of candidates---to hold one or more foreign passports. The little that is publicly known about the citizenship status of the rich, the connected, the opposition, and the college-age elite suggests that the proportion of foreign-passport holders among them is not negligible.

According to *Forbes'* "Billionaire List," 25 percent of the hundred richest Russians are citizens of at least one foreign country, and among the top twelve the figure rises to 50 percent. The dozen include such notables as Vagit Alekperov, longtime head of Lukoil (Azerbaijan); Gennady Timchenko, Putin confidant and former shareholder in Gunvor Group Ltd., the well-placed oil trading firm (Finland); Mikhail Fridman, co-founder of the Alfa Group (Israel, Ukraine); Roman Abramovich, erstwhile Duma deputy and governor of the Chukotka Autonomous District (Israel); Viktor Vekselberg, head of the Renova Group and Chairman of the Board of the Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology (Israel, Ukraine, Cyprus); and German Khan, another co-founder of the Alfa Group (Israel, Ukraine).[20](#fn20){ref-type="fn"} The percentages noted above should, of course, be viewed as minimum figures since they are based only on what *Forbes* has been able to learn and relate only to foreign passports and not to residence permits, time spent abroad, or non-Russian bank accounts.

Less is generally known about Putin\'s inner circle, though several of them are---or have been---foreign passport holders or long-term foreign residents as well. There is the aforementioned Timchenko, who, according to sources other than *Forbes,* also holds an Armenian passport.[21](#fn21){ref-type="fn"} Then, there are the brothers Boris and Arkady Rottenberg, who own the StroyGazMontazh Group, a.k.a. SGM, Russia\'s largest builder of gas pipelines and power lines. Boris Rottenberg is said to hold a Finnish passport,[22](#fn22){ref-type="fn"} and Arkady presumably has spent a fair amount of time in the United Kingdom, where he was sharing a mansion in Surrey and a flat in London with his children and (now) ex-wife.[23](#fn23){ref-type="fn"} Putin\'s own daughter Maria is no different: she lived for some time in the Netherlands until she returned home after flight MH17 was shot down over eastern Ukraine.[24](#fn24){ref-type="fn"}

Enough information is available about the 12 most prominent figures of Russia\'s non-system opposition to assume that about a quarter of them will flunk the noforn test. Alexei Navalny, though apparently a Russian citizen only, spent four months in the United States in 2010 as a fellow at Yale University.[25](#fn25){ref-type="fn"} Since 2014, Garry Kasparov has held a Croatian passport and presumably also has spent enough time there and abroad to forever disqualify him from the presidency.[26](#fn26){ref-type="fn"} Mikhail Khodorkovsky, the former oligarch and now exiled political activist, was granted residency in Switzerland after he left Russia in 2013 and now lives in the United Kingdom.[27](#fn27){ref-type="fn"} The authorities are most likely already combing the files of the remaining three quarters of these opposition figures for evidence of foreign taint.[28](#fn28){ref-type="fn"}

Perhaps most ominous for Russia\'s future is the likely ostracism of some of the best and brightest of Russia\'s younger generation for the sole reason that they have studied abroad. At present, some 75,000 Russians are students at foreign universities and the number is expected rise to 120,000-130,000 in the coming years.[29](#fn29){ref-type="fn"} Admittedly, becoming president anywhere is a long shot, but if, for example, only Rhodes Scholars were rendered ineligible for high office around the world because they had studied in the United Kingdom, then Bill Clinton, Dom Mintoff (Malta), Norman Manley (Jamaica), John Turner, (Canada), Wassim Saijad (Pakistan), and three Australian prime ministers (Bob Hawke, Tony Abbott, and Malcolm Turnbull) would not even have been allowed on the ballot.

Administrative Ecstasy

The noforn amendments can be expected to serve as effective bureaucratic instructions to the FSB and similar agencies, which will now have broad license to vet candidates for high office. If experience is any guide, the FSB may not use that license in strict accordance with every nicety of due process. Another gatekeeping organization, the Russian Election Commission (Izbirkom), has been accused of refusing to register political parties disfavored by the Kremlin, invalidating signatures gathered in support of disfavored candidates, and massaging election results to give the hegemonic United Russia Party its desired result. "For a decade now, most Russians have known that, when it comes to elections, the fix is in."[30](#fn30){ref-type="fn"} The noforn restrictions are likely to put yet another "fix" in the system. Moreover, for every candidate who fails the noforn test, an opening will be made for someone from the very organization administering the test, the FSB (or analogous agency), which for obvious reasons will have few members disqualified by foreign connections. Personal incentive may therefore be added to ideological zeal on the list of bureaucratic factors working against disfavored candidates.

Much will depend on the burden of proof imposed on would-be candidates. Will they need to convince the authorities that they do not now hold, or have ever held, a foreign passport, visa, residence permit, or foreign bank account? When will they be required to prove this (before running, before taking office), and how much time will they be given to do so (a day, a week, or a month)? What evidence will be accepted (notarized and/or apostilled documents only)? Will black ink be acceptable, or only blue? What if the FSB presents evidence, real or bogus, on the eve of an election or swearing-in (or even thereafter) that contradicts an otherwise clean file? Myriad are the ways in which the FSB and bureaucracy can make life miserable for candidates and officeholders. Fyodor Dostoyevsky coined an apt phrase for what candidates are likely to face when they slip their papers under the Izbirkom window: "administrative ecstasy," the malign, almost beatific exultation that an official experiences when flaunting his authority before a powerless supplicant.

The noforn restrictions thus add another level of internal, bureaucratic control over high office. Now, disfavored parties and candidates will be subject not only to the Izbirkom\'s dirty tricks, but also to the risk of being excluded from politics before they even consider running, and some potential candidates will decide not to run for fear of disclosing their foreign connections or assets to the authorities.[31](#fn31){ref-type="fn"} The result will be a smaller pool of candidates for office, including for the office of the president. This outcome brings us to the question of succession, which in the present case encompasses two scenarios: either someone new succeeds Putin, who then retires or recedes into the shadows of power, or Putin succeeds himself in 2024.

Give, and It Shall Be Given unto You

Succession is often problematic in a non-hereditary autocracy since a conscientious autocrat will make sure that no one around him is a credible contender for his position. Under Joseph Stalin, some 70 percent of Central Committee members present at the 1937 party congress did not live to attend the next one,[32](#fn32){ref-type="fn"} and it is doubtful that the survivors were the best candidates to replace him. Fidel Castro likewise banished Che Guevara from Cuba "partly because of Che\'s popularity, which made him a potential rival for authority."[33](#fn33){ref-type="fn"} The very same logic, according to the investor Carl Icahn, often causes the chief executive officers of another autocratic structure, the modern corporation, to surround themselves with sub-standard underlings (Icahn calls the repeated process "Reverse Darwinism").[34](#fn34){ref-type="fn"} Autocrats, in Garry Kasparov\'s phrase, thus tend to create "political deserts" that "produce only scorpions and snakes."[35](#fn35){ref-type="fn"} And since autocrats, by their very nature, recognize no higher authority that could impose a rule of succession on them or their regimes, "It is inherent. .. in the definition of absolute autocracy that there is a special danger of succession crises."[36](#fn36){ref-type="fn"}

Soviet leadership after Stalin addressed this danger by developing a collegial form of government in which the Politburo exercised such a higher authority. Each member could consider himself potentially in line for succession, which counsels patience, and any member breaking the rules could expect the other members to form a coalition against him. The members then had an incentive to agree on who should become leader and to abide by the agreement. This shift to a quasi-collective leadership facilitated the peaceful transfer of power in the Soviet Union for almost four decades. China too successfully employed the collegial method (with term limits) until Xi Jinping made himself leader for life in 2018. And the American Mafia landed on a similar method of governance when the so-called "Five Families" replaced the *capo di tutti capi* system in 1931 with a council of bosses called the "Commission." In each case, the collegial method offered distinct advantages over the omnipotent-boss system: it was easier to attract qualified recruits because top positions in the hierarchy would open up from time to time; former bosses could retire safely and then remain available to the organization for advice; and fixed term limits "encourage\[d\] underbosses to wait their turn rather than murder their capos."[37](#fn37){ref-type="fn"}

Collegial autocracy is a hedge in a high-risk game: the top boss diminishes his upside by ceding some power to a coalition, but, in so doing, he limits his downside by increasing his life expectancy in and out of office. The hedge also limits a negative externality that the relevant organization or country would endure from infighting at the top by lowering the risk of a succession battle, which in a sovereign state can degenerate into civil war. Consequently, it is often "advantageous to all concerned if a consensus emerges about who the next ruler will be."[38](#fn38){ref-type="fn"}

Through a Glass, Darkly

The Putin regime appears to be unhedged. There is no official body, no analog to the Soviet or Chinese Politburo, to which Putin has ceded authority as *primus inter pares* to decide who will be in charge. Who, then, will decide? Two possibilities can be excluded at the outset: the Russian electorate and Putin alone.

The electorate cannot be expected to exert any more influence on who will be president in 2024 than it did when acceding to Boris Yeltsin\'s choice of Putin for president in 2000 or to Putin\'s choice of Dmitry Medvedev in 2008. In both cases, the incumbent anointed his successor, who then was presented to the voters as a *fait accompli*. The 2004, 2012, and 2018 elections employed a different method toward the same end: there, the elimination of real political competition left the electorate with the unenviable choice of voting for either Putin or one of Kasparov\'s "scorpions and snakes." This is the "Soviet restaurant" method of achieving political success: "When only one item on the menu is available, it will by default be the most popular."[39](#fn39){ref-type="fn"}

As for Putin unilaterally anointing a successor (including himself), this would be unwise, unsafe, and therefore unlikely. For one thing, only someone acceptable to the system will be able to ensure that the president\'s time in office and in retirement is peaceful, as Putin did for Yeltsin. Moreover, "\[n\]o one rules alone; no one has absolute authority. All that varies is how many backs have to be scratched and how big the supply of backs available for scratching."[40](#fn40){ref-type="fn"} To be blunt: Putin will need to scratch the backs of those from whom he has the most to fear so that none is tempted to stab him in the back preemptively out of fear of losing his lucrative sinecure.[41](#fn41){ref-type="fn"} Putin knows who these people are; some will even be friends, perhaps as Brutus was Caesar\'s friend before he became Caesar\'s assassin.[42](#fn42){ref-type="fn"} It is this group that will form an ersatz-Politburo or "winning coalition"[43](#fn43){ref-type="fn"} with the informal but real power to decide who should become or remain president, whether in 2024 or thereafter, and to "create mechanisms for resolving differences with the future president, should they arise."[44](#fn44){ref-type="fn"}

The noforn restrictions will create a smaller and more ideologically homogenous winning coalition. Homogeneity will help the coalition reach a consensus on key questions, and its reduced size will make it more effective in advancing its members' common interest.[45](#fn45){ref-type="fn"} A smaller winning coalition will also have a financial incentive to purge its own ranks, since the remaining members will then be able to lay a claim to a proportionally larger share of the benefits of political hegemony, all in accordance with "Rule 1" of *The Dictator\'s Handbook*: "Keep your winning coalition as small as possible. A small coalition allows a leader to rely on very few people to stay in power. Fewer essentials equals more control and contributes to more discretion over expenditures."[46](#fn46){ref-type="fn"} Moreover, a smaller winning coalition makes particular sense now, given Russia\'s grey-to-grim economic prospects, since it is also a distributional coalition with its hand in the pork barrel.

In addition, the noforn restrictions will reassure the elite that the regime, which is already notable for its "acrid mixture of cocksure patriotism and proud xenophobia,"[47](#fn47){ref-type="fn"} has no intention of evolving, but will replicate itself in 2024. This position should assuage the worries of those who may have been poised to get while the getting is good and then move on for fear that their regime-protected income could come under threat. To borrow Mancur Olson\'s terms: the noforn restrictions should discourage any "stationary bandits" in power from becoming "roving bandits." Taken in isolation, this development is positive for Russia because a stationary bandit is interested in the continued viability of his victim: he can extract more value from him over the long-term than he could as a roving bandit in a one-off mugging. The essential difference here is between a *parasite*, which lives off a host without necessarily killing it (like a flea), and a *parasitoid*, which sucks the life out of its host and then moves on (like a Darwin Wasp). Putin\'s noforn restrictions tell the fleas there is no need to morph into wasps for fear of the unknown.

A Constitution of Illiberty

A good part of Putin\'s popularity undoubtedly derives from the fact that he appears to take a longer-term view than the roving-bandit oligarchy that he ousted. His amendments confirm this impression: the regime is playing a long game. True, there is ubiquitous corruption, but it is a corruption that is largely controlled by a regime which, precisely because it is a monopoly that intends to remain in power indefinitely, will have a long-term interest in not squeezing the public too hard. Accordingly, the Kremlin has been prepared to leave the Russian people much to their own devices to the extent that their freedom does not threaten the existing political order. It is probably this contingent aspect of civic freedom in Russia that causes much of the confusion about the essential nature of Putin\'s regime. Life may be tolerable in Russia now, but there are no institutions that would prevent the Russian state from reverting to its former, more repressive ways.

There are two dimensions to this question of contingent freedom that bear upon the interpretation of the March amendments: the *method* by which laws are made in Russia and the *content* or *scope* of the laws. Here, economist Friedrich Hayek\'s succinct distinction is helpful: classical or nineteenth-century liberalism is a "doctrine about what the law ought to be, democracy is a doctrine about the manner of determining what will be the law."[48](#fn48){ref-type="fn"} He goes on to note that the opposite of democracy is authoritarianism, whereas the opposite of liberalism is totalitarianism,[49](#fn49){ref-type="fn"} the most extreme form of illiberalism. Four permutations then flow from these antonym-pairs: 1) liberal democracy, where the people make the law within acknowledged limits; 2) illiberal democracy, where the people make the law without acknowledged limits;[50](#fn50){ref-type="fn"} 3) illiberal authoritarianism, where the people do not make the law and there are no acknowledged limits, and 4) liberal authoritarianism, where the people do not make the law but there are acknowledged limits. Where Putin\'s regime falls within this admittedly simplified scheme depends on one\'s perspective.

If the focus is on what Putin has done, his is a relatively liberal authoritarian regime, where he makes the law, but the law does not reach into every corner of the citizens' lives. Few would deny that Russia today is no North Korea, and Putin is no Stalin. If, however, the focus is on what he *could* do, then his regime seems predisposed to illiberal authoritarianism although it has not manifested many or most of the classic symptoms of totalitarianism, such as mobilization of the masses, regimentation of society, or wholesale repression of dissent. Given Putin\'s preeminent authority and the absence of separation of powers,[51](#fn51){ref-type="fn"} Russia could become another North Korea and Putin another Stalin.

The noforn restrictions do nothing to temper the regime\'s illiberal predisposition. Instead, they fortify and perpetuate the existing system by ensuring that only someone with no banned foreign ties or accounts---precisely the kind of person to be found in spades within the security services---should ever occupy high office in Russia. It is as if Russian scientists were working on a Putin clone, but could not be sure it would be ready for a test-run in 2024. The main message of the noforn amendments for the elite is this: not to worry, more of the same in style and substance is to be expected.

This state of affairs goes by various names, depending on one\'s perspective: stability, status quo, stasis, or stagnation, all of which except the first ring pejorative in Western ears. But it is the Russians who must live in Russia, not Westerners, and the Russians necessarily view their government through the lens of their peculiar historical experience, which has not been easy. To put matters euphemistically, the Russians have had to cope with a lot of excitement since the Soviet Union collapsed in 1991. Since Putin came to power in 2000, however, they have enjoyed two decades of relative prosperity and stability, a fact that drains much of the pejorative connotation from words like *stasis* and *stagnation*. Stasis means things will be predictable. Stasis means they are not getting worse. Stasis, one is tempted to say, is Russia\'s emotional support dogma, and Putin knows this. If he were ever to campaign for election, an apt slogan would be: "Leave well enough alone." That is the main message of the noforn amendments for the population at large.

What Happens in Moscow Doesn't Stay in Moscow

In 1951, diplomat George Kennan wrote that there is "nothing less understandable to foreigners" than the "ways in which people advance towards dignity and enlightenment in government."[52](#fn52){ref-type="fn"} This statement is doubtless true, but Russia looms too large for outsiders to abandon trying to understand those ways, not least because the means the Putin regime employs to preserve its monopoly power can have disruptive effects outside Russia.

Jealous of its monopoly at home, the Kremlin may find it safer to augment its income by acquiring new territory than by encouraging private enterprise. Big business in private hands poses a threat to the regime, as the Yukos Oil Company apparently did before its expropriation. This threat is one of the reasons why "autocrats have an incentive to expand their domains through aggression,"[53](#fn53){ref-type="fn"} and why an autocracy poses a threat not only for those living under one.

Cognizant of its illegitimacy, the Kremlin will seek to undermine the democratic credentials of other governments to close what might be called the "legitimacy gap." So much of Russia\'s cyber-aggression apparently is designed to undermine the appeal of democracy that it is hard to escape the impression that the Kremlin believes it can make Russia stronger only by making democratic countries weaker. China\'s cyber-operations, in contrast, seem aimed primarily at making China stronger in absolute terms through the theft of intellectual property, trade secrets, and other intangible property.[54](#fn54){ref-type="fn"}

Unable in recent years to deliver the rising living standards to which the Russian public became accustomed in the first decade of the millennium, the Kremlin predictably has resorted to the narrative that Putin is the only reliable defender of fortress-Russia besieged by NATO and other hostile Western forces. This narrative enables Putin to appear like he is performing at least one classical government function, defending the realm, since he has not been performing the others---providing impartial justice and adequate infrastructure and education---nearly as well.[55](#fn55){ref-type="fn"}

And fearful that the bacillus of democracy may waft over the border from Ukraine, the Kremlin has annexed Crimea, occupied the Donbas, and waged a concerted campaign to discredit democratic Ukraine lest its example discredit undemocratic Russia by invidious comparison.

These symptoms of Kremlin pathology would be best treated by curing the underlying illness, but the regime does not want to be cured of what is ailing it, namely: addiction to monopoly power. Putin may be loath to reform his system because he is familiar with Tocqueville\'s epigram cited above. More likely, he is wary of taking the reformist path that Gorbachev took, which led, some would argue, to the demise of the Soviet Union. "When rulers start cosmetic changes to prevent real change, they should be aware that there are no guarantees things will not actually change."[56](#fn56){ref-type="fn"}

Many ordinary Russian citizens also seem unwilling to risk change. Perhaps like the man who, because he needed the eggs, did not want to get psychological help for his brother who thought he was a chicken,[57](#fn57){ref-type="fn"} they may be averse to tampering with a system which, for all its faults, has delivered stability and relative prosperity. There is a word for this kind of unhealthy relationship: *codependency*.[58](#fn58){ref-type="fn"}

Not everyone in Russia is mired in this abusive relationship. There is a stubborn political opposition that views the current regime less as a cure for past ills than as source of new ones like economic stagnation, international isolation, and political disenfranchisement---all ills that the Kremlin justifies as the bitter pill that the people must swallow to inoculate themselves against foreign contagion. Alexei Navalny, for one, "rejects the Kremlin\'s narrative of a Western conspiracy to subjugate Russia,"[59](#fn59){ref-type="fn"} and rightly so. That narrative is based on fake threats that the Kremlin conjured up to justify its authoritarian methods of self-preservation.[60](#fn60){ref-type="fn"} "Tyranny," as Astolphe de Custine wrote of the court of Tsar Nicholas I in 1839,

is an imaginary illness of the people. The tyrant, disguised as physician, has persuaded them that health is not the natural state of the civilized human being, and that the greater the peril, the harsher the treatment will have to be. This is how he nurtures illness under the pretext of combatting it.[61](#fn61){ref-type="fn"}

The key question today is whether the bulk of the Russian people will someday view themselves as otherwise healthy hypochondriacs addicted to snake oil. This question likely will remain unanswered for some time. The patches and expedients that an autocratic regime employs to keep itself in power can take years to wear a country down. For now, only one thing is reasonably certain: the March amendments are neither a cure for the regime, nor a palliative for those living under it, but a placebo placating those happy with things just the way they are.
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